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SECTION I: Multiple choice - (25 points)

A. Grammar and Structure

Questions 1-20: Choose the ONE word or phrase that best zompletes each of the sentences.
Write the appropriate letter (A-D) in boxes 1-20 on your answer sheet.
1. I __ Peter since I last Tuesday.
A. didn't see/arrived B. didn't see/have arrived
C. haven't seen! arrived D. haven't seen/have arrived

2. It's Tom's birthday today. Did you remember __ him a postcard?
A. send B. to send C. to sending D. sending

3. The office is closed and won't be open until Friday. Everyone _to Italy on vacation.
A. have gone B. has been C. has gone D. have been

4. Although she is very popular, she is not__ her sister.
A. prettier than B. as pretty C. pretty than D. more pretty than

5. He bought many books that he didn't know where to put them.
A. such B. enough C. too D. so

6. I don't know why people like __ ice climbing. It's very dangerous.
A. ---I --- B. the/ a C. ---I an D. the/ the

7. It to rain heavily while I the car this morning.
A. was beginning/ was washing B. began! washed
C. began! 'm washing D. began! was washing

8. The children be in bed when you arrive late tonight.
A. definitely will B. won't definitely C. will definitely D. might to

9. If you Henry's advice, you in trouble.
A. will take/ won't B. take/ won't be C. took! won't be D. take/ wouldn't be

10. I am so worried about James. you hear any news, phone me.
A. As soon as B. Before C. While D. Until

11. Oh dear! I ate too chocolate biscuits and now I feel sick.
A. a few B. some C. much D. many

12. In the ages before the arrival of refrigeration, people __ food for the winter by salting
it.

A. preserve B. were preserved C. used to preserve D. have preserved
13.Annette Brad Pitt so much, and she's got all his films on DVD.

A. doesn't like B. likes C. would like D. wouldn't like
14.Netherlands has got stunning landscape. It is famous its windmills.

A. for B. at C. about D. of
15. I moved to this state last year, so If 1__ in Veracruz, I studying in this school.

A. were/ won't be B. ami won't be C. ami wouldn't be D. were/ wouldn't be
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16.What were you doing you father came home?
A. since B. during C. when D. While

17. "Why don't you go to the hairdresser's?"" "
A. No, I don't. B. Yes, I'd love to.
C. No, thanks. D. I like the hairstyle I have now.

18. They to see a movie but there no more tickets.
A. wanted/ were B. wanted/ are C. wants/ were D. wanted/ was

19. I'll send you the money the end of the month.
A. in B. on C. at D. ---

20. Tom off the lights when he the office.
A. will turn! will leave B. turns/ will leave
C. turns/ leaves D. will turn! leaves

B. Word choice and word formation
" Questions 21-25:Choose the ONE word that best completes each of the sentences. Write the

appropriate letter (A-D) in boxes 21-25 on your answer sheet.

21. There are no jobs that a person to be able to watch TV but reading is an integral
part of many jobs.
A. inquire B. require C. tell

22. Kim ever drinks coffee. He likes tea instead.
A. hardly B. always C. almost D. nearly

23. "Was Sarah really angry when you told her?" - "Yes, she looked really "
A. terribly B. furious C. angrily D. embarrassed

24. That is an interesting point of view worth further _
A. explore B. explorer C. exploration

25. your shoes before entering the room.
A. Put off B. Try on C. Put on

D. ask

D. explorative

D. Take off

" SECTION II: Error recognition - (20 points)
Questions -45: Each of the following sentences has ONE mistakes. Identify the mistake and
write the appropriate letter (A-D) in boxes 26-45 onyour answer sheet.
26. JohnLennon's eldestson,Julian,was in the musicbusinesssincehewas 19years old.

ABC D
27. Itwas a six-hourjourney, so we were exhausted complete when we arrived.

ABC D
28. The effects of cigarette smoking has increased rapidly in recent years.

ABC D
29. We're out of the coffee, so could you get some from the supermarket?

ABC D
30. His wife, Carrie, is a designer. She has had her own studio since six months.

ABC D
31. We cancelled the party because no of the people we invited were able to come.

ABC D
32.PhilipPullmanhaswrittena lotofbooksso far.He haswrittenhis frrstbookin 1972.

ABC D
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33. Pancakes take a little time to make, you don't need to buy some special ingredients

ABC D
and most children love them.

34. The nonverbal language is an important aspect of interpersonal communication.
ABC D

35. At the interview they asked me when could I start work.
ABC D

36. Staying in a hotel costs twice more than renting a room in a dormitory for a week.
ABC D

37. We went to the airport to say off a friend who was leaving for New York.
ABC D

38. Unless I go to home early, please go shopping and buy some food for lunch.
ABC D

39. Let's stop to watch so much TV so that we can read or go out instead.
ABC D

40. He is a talentedcricketplayerwho abilitiesincludefastbowlingandpowerfulbatting.
ABC D

41. We had a thrilled but hair-raising experience on our backpacking trip into the wilderness.
ABC D

42. I decided changing my job because my boss made me work overtime.
ABC D

43. It is not fair to give such a challenging task to an unexperienced staff like her.
ABC D

44. I used to idol David Beckham because of his dedication and talent.
ABC D

45. His sister said she'd like to push himself into the air and fly, but she was too frightened.
ABC D

SECTION III: Reading - (15 points)

Questions 46-60: In this section, you will read threepassages. Each one isfollowed by
several questions about it. Choose the ONE best answer A, B, Cor D, to each question.
Write the appropriate letter (A-D) in boxes 46-60 onyour answer sheet.

Passage 1
When Columbus arrived in the Americas in 1492, there were already an estimated thirty to
forty million people living in North and South America. It has therefore been quite easy for
some to refute the idea that Columbus "discovered" America. How and when these
inhabitants came to America has been the source of much scientific research and discussion.
Most archeologists agree that the first Americans, the true "discoverers" of America, came
from northeastern Asia. There is also a considerable amount of proof that inhabitants have
been in the Americas for at least 15,000 years. To get to the Americas, these people had to
cross over the 55-mile-wide Bering Strait that separates Asia and North America.
According to one theory, these people crossed over during periods when a land bridge
existed between the two continents. During Ice Ages, so much of the Earth's water was
frozen that the sea levels dropped, and it was possible to walk fromAsia to North America.
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"

46. What is the author's main purpose?
A. To explain how to cross the Bering Strait
B. To explain how Columbus discovered America
C. To show how people came to America before Columbus
D. To demonstrate the importance to archeologists of northeastern Asia

47. In 1492, how many people were probably in the Americas?
A. Fewer than thirty million B. Exactly thirty million
C. Forty million or fewer D. At least forty million

48. It is implied in the passage that _
A. Scientists are sure about America's first inhabitants
B. All is not known about America's first inhabitants
C. Columbus was really the first person in America
D. Columbus arrived at almost the same time as America's first inhabitants

49. There is general agreement that the first people who came to North America came from_
A. Africa B. Europe C. South America D. Northeastern Asia

50. Which of the following is NOT stated about the Bering Strait?
A. It is 55 miles wide. B. It is a land bridge today.
C. It separates North America and Asia. D. It was probably a land bridge during the Ice Ages.

Passage 2
Well, I'd heard that Faresey boasted an attraction which was popular with children from
eight to eighty, so I took my neighbour Tom, who's twelve, and his granddad. Alee who's
seventy. And, well, the day was a roaring success. Faresey is the home of a model railway,
but what really pulls in the crowds is that you can spend hours going round an entire model
village, complete with market, workshops and houses, all based on Faresey in the nineteenth
century. I was fascinated by it, and so were my friends. I had been worried that there
wouldn't be enough to keep Tom occupied, but the working model machines really.hooked
him. Faresey itself is a pleasant small town and the model village is something which you
can't help being interested by. It's easy to get to if you drive, as it's just ten minutes from the
motorway, about forty minutes altogether from here. And it's open all the years round. In
fact, I'd recommend it as a good day out during winter rather than summer, as you could still
be there and back in daylight and the crowds might be thinner, so you wouldn't have to wait
for a clear view of the models. Not that that's a great problem, even in summer, but you do
have to be a bit patient at some of the best bits.

51. The speaker has heard that Faresey is an interesting place to _
A. elderly people B. middle-aged people C. children D. all of them

52. Children can enjoy the _
A. modem railway
C. American railway

53. The model village contained _
A. market, shops and houses
C. factory, shops and buildings

B. model railway
D. old railway

B. market, workshops and houses
D. cottage, shops and churches
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54. Faresey is _
A.IO hours from the motorway B.IO minutes from the motorway
C.IO hours from the bus station D.IO minutes from the railway station

55. It is recommended to go to Faresey in winter because ---
A. it is less crowded C. it is cheaper
C. there are more things to see D. it is heated

Passage 3
People say that red, yellow, and orange are warm colors, and that blue and green are cool
colors. But if you touch a red wool sweater, it doesn't feel warmer than a blue wool sweater.
And if you touch a green leaf, it doesn't feel cooler than a yellow leaf. Then why do people
call certain colors "cool" and other colors "warm"?
Now let us think of some warm things. Faces turn red when they are warm. The hot sun
glows yellow to orange. In warm summer weather, strawberries and tomatoes ripen to red.
These may be some of the reasons why we say red, yellow, and orange are warm colors.
But why do we say blue and green are cool colors? Is it because cold seas and oceans are
blue and green? Or is it because people cool off in the shade of green trees? Or still, is it
because lips turn blue when they are cold? Many cold things seem to be blue and green.
There is another reason why we have cool colors and warm colors. Scientists have measured
the temperature of colors with a special instrument called a thermopile and have found that
reds, yellows, and oranges are warmer than blues and greens. Although we cannot feel the
difference, warm colors really are warmer than cool colors.

56. What would be the best title for the passage?
, A. Warm Colors and Cool Colors B. The Temperature of Colors

C. Effects of Colors D. How to Classify Different Colors
57. Which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage?

A. Touch a red sweater and you will feel its warmth.
B. A green leaf is cooler than a yellow one.
C. Scientists can feel the change in temperature of colors.
D. People feel cold in the shade of trees.

58. In line 5, the word they refers to _
A. the red color B. faces C. weather D. warm colors

59. According to the last passage, what is the scientists' discovery?
A. Scientists have found that reds, yellows, and oranges are warmer than blues and greens
B. Scientists have invented a special instrument called a thermopile.
C. Scientists suggest that we can actually feel the difference when we touch a red wool sweater

and a blue wool sweater.
D. Scientists have found that warm colors really are cooler than cool colors.

60. Which of the following colors are ALL warm colors?
A. Red, yellow, blue B. Red, green, orange
C. Red, yellow, orange D. Red, green, blue
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SECTION IV: Gap-filling - (10 points)
Read the text below and choose the correct wordfor each space. Writeyour answers in
boxes 61-70 onyour answer sheet.

Grass is probably the (61) successful living plant in the world. There are over
9,000 different types of glasses and they are found in every region on the earth. They are the
(62) flowering plants that can exist in the freezing (63) of the Arctic and
the Antarctic.

Grasslands support a wide range of animal life, from tiny insects and birds to huge animals
like cows and lions. All ofthem (64) on grass in one way or another.

Grass (65) very quickly after it is cut or (66) . Unlike other plants, the new
leaves grow from (67) the soil, not from the top of the plant. That is (68) _

" large families of animals are able to live together in one area. As (69) as they have
eaten all the grass there, a fresh meal is always (70) because the plants start to grow
again.

61. A. most B. more C. very D. too
62. A. single B. one C. only D. special
63. A. environment B. scene C. situation D. background
64. A. build B. depend C. tum D. hang
65. A. repeats B. reduces C. recovers D. remains
66. A. hurt B. broken C. injured D. damaged
67. A. below B. beside C. beyond D. behind.
68. A. where B.why C. what D. when
69. A. fast B. quickly C. soon D. often,.. 70. A. available B. present C. free D. complete

SECTION V:_Sentence Transformation - (10 points)

Question 71-75: Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means
exactly the same as the sentence printed before it. Write your answer on your answer
sheet.

71. The bridge was so low that the lorry couldn't go under it.

The bridge was too .

72. "Don't make so much noise." he said.

He asked us .

73. I last saw him when I was a student.

I haven't .
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74. Charles Dicken wrote Great Expectations.

Great Expectations .

75. Large cars use more petrol than small cars.

Small cars don't .

SECTION VI: Guided Writing - (20 points)

Question 76-85: Complete the sentences below. You can add more words and make any
changes with the given words, but you must keep their order. Write your answers on your
answer sheet.

76. I I phone I you I as soon as I arrive I London I tomorrow II.

It 77. I I think I we I have I holiday I sea I next year I if I have enough money II.

78. You I must I shock I his sudden death II.

79. He I like I watch I football I TV I so I often I stay up late I wait I live match II.

80. It lone I most interesting I book II I read I this year II.

81. It I difficult I learn I language I without I good dictionary II.

82. When I we I leave I home I work I this morning I it I rain I hard II.

83. There I be I bus stop I opposite I gas station II.

84. Bus I come I after I I I wait I about twenty minutes II.

85. Neighbors I complain I noise I we I make I last night II.

•
------------------lI~t -------------------

H '" hi sinhQ va ten t 1 SI : . S6 bao danh: .

Luu y: - Can bi) coi thi khong giai thich them iliJugi.
- Thi sinh khong duac su dung tai lieu
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